To determine influence of:
- roughness of hydrophobic solid surface (Teflon)
- n-octanol concentration
on time of three-phase contact (TPC) formation.
Air can be entrapped at cavities of the hydrophobic
surface being immersed into aqueous phase.
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DISTANCE „CLOSE”
L = 3 mm

DISTANCE „FAR”
L = 250 mm

Variations of the bubble velocity during collisions
with Teflon surface of roughness 1-5μm.
Variation of the bubble velocity was measured
from the subsequent positions of the bottom pole
of the colliding bubble.

The entrapped air can be redistributed over the solid
surface due to thermodynamic reasons
(tendency to establish equalibrium contact angle).
Teflon plates of different surface
roughness were prepared by
mechanical modification
(abrasive paper).
Teflon 2500
(surface roughness 1μm)

Time interval from the moment of the first collision
of the rising bubble with solid surface to the moment
of the TPC formation.

tD - time of the intervening
liquid film drainage
Time interval from the moment when the bubble stays
motionless beneath the solid surface till the moment
of the TPC formation.

Teflon 100
(surface roughness 80-100μm)

100 μm

tTPC - time of the three-phase
contact formation

Influence of n-octanol concentration
on the time of drainage and
the time of three-phase contact formation

100 μm

Contact angle of water drop
on Teflon surfaces of
different roughness

Time of Drainage

Time of TPC Formation

Influence of roughness of the solid surface
on the time of three-phase contact formation
Numbers above bars = No. of the TPC collisions
n-octanol 6x10-4 mol/dm3

Water

High n-octanol
concentration

Small roughness
(below 50 μm)

High roughness
(50-100 μm)

The bubble bounces.
Number of bounces
depends on roughness
and n-octanol concentration.

Attachment takes place
during the first collision.
The bubble doesn’t bounce.

tTPC»tD

tTPC nearly the same as tD
for both distance

Location „close” L=3 mm
uniform distribution of surfactant
over the bubble surface

tTPC increases
tD increases

Interpretations:
Stability of foam films increases with
increasing n-octanol concentration.
Significantly higher t T P C and t D
values at high n-octanol
concentration indicate that air
(in a form of submicroscopic bubbles)
was present at Teflon surface immersed
into solution.

AFM image of Teflon surface
with the entrapped air.

Formation of local foam films

Location „far” L=250 mm
DAL (Dynamic Adsorption Layer)
nonuniform distribution of surfactant
over the bubble surface

tTPC for L=250 and 3 mm
are similar

Low n-octanol
concentration

No effect on
tTPC and tD

Liquid
Teflon plate
Entrapped air
(redistributed)

Local foam
films
Colliding bubble

Peek to valley 87,07 nm

1) The time of three-phase contact formation is significantly longer at high n-octanol concentration. As stability of foam films
(gas-solution-gas) increases with increasing of n-octanol concentration, so prolongation of the time of TPC formation shows
that air was entrapped during immersion of hydrophobic Teflon plate into n-octanol solution.
2) The TPC on Teflon surface was formed as a result of rupture of the local foam films formed between colliding bubble and

submicroscopic bubbles present at Teflon surface.
3)Time of the TPC formation changes with the roughness of Teflon surface. Amount of the entrapped air depends also on roughness of
hydrophobic surface.
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